Universal unitary photonic devices are capable of applying arbitrary unitary transformations to multi-port coherent light inputs and provide a promising hardware platform for fast and energyefficient machine learning. We address the problem of training universal photonic devices composed of meshes of tunable beamsplitters to learn unknown unitary matrices. The locally-interacting nature of the mesh components limits the fidelity of the learned matrices if phase shifts are randomly initialized. To overcome this limitation, we propose an initialization procedure derived from the Haar measure of the unitary group. We also embed various model architectures within a standard rectangular mesh "canvas," and our simulations suggest significantly improved scalability and training speed, even in the presence of fabrication errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Universal unitary photonic devices are capable of performing arbitrary unitary transformations on input vectors of coherent light modes. Such devices serve important applications, including quantum computing (e.g. boson sampling) [1] [2] [3] and mode unscramblers [4] . When two unitary photonic devices are combined with gain or attenuation elements, the resulting singular value decomposition architecture can efficiently perform arbitrary linear operations [5] . These architectures are useful for implementing photonic neural networks [6] and finding optimal channels through lossy scatterers [7] .
The most common photonic implementations of devices that perform such unitary operations involve waveguide circuits composed of 50 : 50 beamsplitters (such as directional couplers) and phase shifters arranged in grid meshes [5, 6, [8] [9] [10] . In waveguide circuits, the N -dimensional input vector is represented by an array of modes arranged in N single-mode input waveguides. Rather than perform a single operation on all inputs, universal unitary photonic devices perform a sequence of pairwise operations on light inputs using Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) shown in Figure 1(a,b ). In the photonic MZI shown in Figure 1 (b), directional couplers allow for interaction between waveguide modes, and phase shifters tune the phases and relative amplitudes of the waveguide modes by modifying the effective refractive index of the waveguides. These devices are universal in the sense that they can theoretically be configured to perform any unitary operation (and by extension, any linear operation [5] ).
Three architectures have been proposed for such meshes: "triangular" [5, 8] , "cascaded binary tree" [11] , and "rectangular" [9] . All of these are "forward-only architectures"-light only propagates in one directionwhich can simplify progressive setup. (Such architectures can also be embedded in non-forward-only meshes [12] [13] [14] .) Using progressive algorithms [5, 11] , the triangular and binary tree architectures can be progressively configured maximizing power at output detectors using a minimum number of training vectors. These architectures also support "self-configuration," in which they can automatically separate orthogonal input vectors, performing self-aligning beam coupling [11] and separation of scrambled modes [4] . With monitors embedded in each MZI block, such separation can adapt continuously to environmental drift [4, 5, 11] . The rectangular mesh does not support self-configuration nor progressive setup based on output detectors alone, but it is shorter than the triangular mesh and has other benefits such as symmetry [9, 15] . With embedded monitors at each MZI, the rectangular mesh could be progressively configured with either a more complex algorithm [9, 16] or global multi-parameter optimization [17] .
Imperfections in the components of the MZI mesh is an issue with all such architectures. In particular, the beamsplitting ratios may not be exactly 50 : 50, which makes it difficult to obtain high MZI rejection (i.e., small or large reflectivities or overall split ratios). Especially in large meshes, it has been noted that many of the MZIs are required to have low reflectivities [18] . One way of achieving low reflectivities is to use additional (and imperfect) MZIs as beamsplitters [19, 20] . This double-MZI approach doubles the number of beamsplitters in the overall mesh, but achieves substantial improvement in performance [20] . This approach can be combined with progressive configuration algorithms to implement high fidelity unitary matrices in large meshes [16, 19] .
Global multi-parameter optimization is an alternative approach to configuring meshes and compensating for imperfections. This approach can also be extended to machine learning, where the system is fed training data to learn to perform a desired function such as classifying images or recognizing speech. In this context, the unitary matrix that performs the mapping is unknown, and must therefore be learned from the input and target data represented by the input and output modes of the system, respectively. By contrast, a self-configuring mesh implements a known matrix or unscrambles known arXiv:1808.00458v2 [eess.SP] 18 Dec 2018 modes [4] .
In situ backpropagation is one example of global optimization that can be performed using photodetector measurements [17] . Backpropagation is relevant to photonic neural networks [6] and possibly quantum machine learning [15, [21] [22] [23] [24] using universal photonic devices. While quantum machine learning algorithms may optimize a single mesh to learn decision or encoding functions [21] , a classical photonic deep neural network approach uses backpropagation over many stacked unitary meshes to learn such functions [17] .
In this paper, we simulate training of phase shifters in a photonic mesh to learn a unitary operation. This onchip matrix optimization process, unlike progressive selfconfiguration, is not necessarily achievable in polynomial time. Unlike conventional computers that train the matrix elements via linear optimization, the photonic mesh trains matrix elements via a non-convex optimization of phase shifter settings. Photonic matrix optimization is thus fundamentally different from conventional linear matrix optimization, and it warrants in-depth study, especially for photonic neural networks.
In physical terms, photonic optimization controls how much light can spread from a single input port to many output ports in a photonic network. In a practical setting, unitary operators trained using photonic matrix optimization have errors that increase with the elementwise distance from the diagonal. Off-diagonal, "nonlocal" matrix elements correspond physically to transitions between input and output waveguides that are far apart in Figure 1 (a), and for which there is only a small number of possible paths connecting them through the mesh. As a result, these transitions have increased sensitivity to calibration and fabrication errors along those paths. Concomitantly, phase shifters at the center of the mesh affect a greater number of inputs and outputs (and thus have lower error tolerances) than those near the boundary of the mesh. A naive, uniform-random phase shifter setting leads to a propagation pattern similar to a "random walk," resulting in propagation to only a fraction of output ports. However, when the phase shifters are optimized, there is a nontrivial effective refractive index distribution in the mesh such that light interacts more at the boundaries than at the center of the mesh and propagates more uniformly to all outputs.
We propose a "Haar initialization" procedure that seeds the photonic backpropagation of the mesh with this refractive index distribution to improve convergence time. We also propose two alterations to the mesh architecture that significantly improve matrix optimization performance and can be tested when embedded in a rectangular mesh "canvas." First, we coarse-grain the mesh interactions while maintaining the same number of tunable components. Coarse-graining increases allowable tolerances of phase shifters, decreases off-diagonal errors, and improves convergence time. Second, adding redundancy through extra tunable beamsplitters in the mesh improves convergence by up to five orders of magnitude. 
II. PHOTONIC MESH THEORY

A. Photonic unitary implementation
A single-mode phase shifter can perform an arbitrary U(1) transformation e iφ on its input. A phase-modulated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with perfect (50 : 50) beamsplitters can apply to its inputs a unitary transformation U of the form:
where H, R θ , R φ are operators depicted in Figure 1 , r is the reflectivity, and t is the transmissivity. This is equivalent to the configuration in Figure 1 (b), but other configurations with two independent phase shifters in the MZI block are ultimately equivalent for photonic meshes [19] . If one or two single-mode phase shifters are added at the inputs, we can apply an arbitrary SU(2) or U(2) transformation to the inputs, respectively. In our convention, when θ = φ = 0, we get the identity transformation where r = 1, t = 0 (the MZI "bar state"). When θ = π, φ = 0, we get the "flip" transformation where r = 0, t = 1 (the MZI "cross state").
If there are N input modes and the interferometer is connected to waveguides m and m (with m < m ), then we can express the 2 × 2 unitary T m,m embedded in Ndimensional space with a unitary Givens rotation defined as
where we show labels for the m and m columns and rows. Note that all diagonal elements are 1 except T m,m = S 11 and T m ,m = S 22 , and all off-diagonal elements are 0 except the elements T m,m = S 12 , T m ,m = S 21 . If m = m + 1, these scattering matrix elements form a 2 × 2 block on the diagonal, and the Givens rotation is "locally interacting." Arbitrary unitary transformations can be implemented on a photonic chip using only locally interacting MZIs. Several decomposition schemes have been proposed for this, but in this paper we will specifically focus on optimizing the rectangular decomposition [9] . Our ideas can be extended to other schemes, such as the triangular decomposition [5] , as well.
In the rectangular decomposition (RD) scheme [9] , we represent U RD ∈ U(N ) in terms of N (N − 1)/2 locally interacting Givens rotations T m,m+1 and N single-mode phase shifts at the inputs represented by diagonal unitary D(γ 1 · · · γ N ):
where the single-mode phase shifts are γ n ∈ [0, 2π), the Givens rotations are parametrized by θ mn ∈ [0, π), φ mn ∈ [0, 2π), and M n,N are sequential integers m ∈ [1, N −1] of the same parity as n. This definition follows the vertical layers definition [25] depicted in Figure 1 (a), where n represents the index of the vertical layer.
Note in our convention, we left-
are input and output modes respectively. The columns of MZIs (also referred to as verti-cal layers) U (n) RD apply transformations to the input leftto-right in Equation 3 , corresponding to the sequential transformations of input mode v i as it flows through the mesh until output mode v o is detected.
B. Photonic unitary error tolerances
As mentioned in the introduction, when fabricating photonic beamsplitters, small changes in directional coupler interaction length or coupling gap limits the transmissivity and reflectivity of the scattering matrix for the MZIs. We define as twice the displacement from 50% in measured split ratio after each directional coupler. A scattering matrix U incorporating these errors can be written as:
As shown in Appendix A, if we assume both beamsplitters have identical , we find |t
is the realistic reflectivity, and t, r are the ideal transmissivity and reflectivity defined in Equation 1. The unitary matrices in Equation 4 cannot express the full range of U(2), limiting the performance progressive photonic algorithms [18] . Our theory may enable one to determine acceptable tolerances for calibration of a "perfect mesh" consisting of imperfect directional coupler components [19] . We will additionally show that simulated photonic backpropagation [17] with adaptive learning can adjust to nearly match the performance of perfect meshes with errors as high as = 0.1.
III. HAAR PHASE
A. Haar measure
To quantify the tolerances needed to calibrate the mesh phases θ mn throughout the rectangular mesh, we introduce the Haar measure dµ(U ) [2, 26, 27] . The Haar measure on a locally compact group G is an invariant volume that is preserved under any parametrization of G. For example, the Haar measure for U(2) is the invariant volume of the solid angle in spherical coordinates, sin θ 2 cos θ 2 dθdφdγ 1 dγ 2 , where φ, γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ [0, 2π) adjust common mode and differential mode phase shifts and θ ∈ [0, π] adjusts relative magnitude.
The Haar measure can be defined for U(N ) in two bases: the Cartesian basis dX and the phase (or "hy-perspherical coordinate") basis dΘdΦdΓ:
, as defined in [27] . Note that both differential volumes defined in Equation 5 have N 2 degrees of freedom. The Haar measure dµ(U ) for a matrix U can be expressed in either of these bases as
Since dµ(U ) = dX, we refer to uniform randomness in u i as "Haar random." The Jacobian J ∈ C N 2 ×N 2 defined in Equation 6 is found in [27] , and more explicitly for photonic meshes in [2] . The invariant volume or Haar measure represents how changes in the parameters of the phase basis affect the Cartesian basis.
Since the phases φ mn , γ n can be varied uniformly without changing det J , then the determinant of the Jacobian that expresses N (N − 1)/2 Cartesian magnitudes u i in terms of N (N −1)/2 phases θ mn is alone sufficient to find det J [2, 27] . The det J in the Haar measure is also the probability density function (PDF) for the phase basis necessary to generate a Haar random unitary matrix [2] .
We now introduce the "Haar phase" ξ mn and the "Haar phase power term" α mn . We define ξ mn as the cumulative density function (CDF) of θ mn /2:
where P αmn is parametrized by α mn and represents the PDF of θ mn for a Haar random unitary matrix. Intuitively, α mn is a measure of the sensitivity of the operator to a perturbation of a phase shifter at position m, n within the mesh. Note that since uniform φ mn , γ n is sufficient for Haar randomness, we need only parametrize θ mn . The By splitting up terms in the Jacobian determinant det J in Equation 8 , we arrive at a uniformly distributed parameter ξ mn (θ mn ) ∈ [0, 1] that yields a Haar random matrix:
for a given Haar phase power term α mn ∈ [1, · · · , N − 1], which depends on the mesh architecture and on (m, n).
For the rectangular and triangular meshes, an intuitive and useful definition for the Haar phase power term is α mn = |I mn |+|O mn |−N −1, where I mn and O mn are the subsets of input and output waveguides accessible by the MZI at (m, n) and |·| denotes set size. This definition of α mn is equivalent for both the triangular and rectangular decompositions to P αmn (θ mn /2) as derived in [2] , which we prove inductively in Appendix E.
The standard deviation of θ/2 can be expressed in terms of α as
where E Pα [·] refers to the expected value for a quantity where θ/2 is distributed according to the PDF P α . As shown in Figure 2 (b), the standard deviation σ θ;αmn decreases as α mn increases. Therefore, a phase shifter's allowable tolerance 1 decreases as the total number of input and output ports affected by that component increases.
Since α mn = (N +1)/3 = O(N ), the required tolerance gets more restrictive at large N , as shown in Figure 2 (c). The zeroth order θ mn term (shown in Figure 3 (b)) expanded around the Haar phase ξ α = 0.5 gives θ (0) (ξ α )/2 = arcsin 2α 1 2 , which approaches π/2 for large α. Therefore, as α mn increases, the median value of θ/2 shifts closer to π/2; in our convention, θ/2 = π/2 corresponds to the "cross state" of the MZI. Since α mn increases as it approaches the center of the mesh, the mesh is more transmissive at its center than at its boundary, allowing for better control of off-diagonal magnitudes. Since α mn is O(N ), the average phase shift for Haar randomness gets closer to π/2 at large N .
Note from Figure 2 (a,b) that the derivative dξ dθ matches the distribution for θ/2 since the Haar phase ξ mn is the CDF for θ mn /2. We also introduce "checkerboard plots" in Figure 3 , which are spatial plots representing phase values in the mesh (the red dots in Figure 1 ). Similar plots are used in [18] to show the nontrivial reflectivity distribution throughout the rectangular mesh. For a Haar random unitary matrix, we find the exact values of θ mn using the nullifying procedure in [9] and show that they compare to our previously defined θ (0) mn /2. Note that the Haar phase ξ mn parameters in the checkerboard are uniformly random. Uniformly random Haar phases can be used as an initialization procedure for on-chip unitary matrix optimizations.
In this paper, we report the values of θ mn /2 between [0, π/2] to better represent how close each beamsplitter is close to the bar (θ mn /2 = 0) and cross (θ mn /2 = π/2) states. Since our simulated optimization does not have this explicit constraint, we report the "absolute θ mn ," where we map all values of θ mn /2 to some value in [0, π/2]. This corresponds to the transformation (here a transformation from θ mn (mod 2π) to θ mn ∈ [0, π)): As mentioned previously, optical transitions in the rectangular mesh for off-diagonal elements have fewer paths than those for the near-diagonal elements and thus are harder to control. If we parametrize each MZI at (m, n) by a uniformly distributed Haar phase ξ mn instead of θ mn , we achieve uniform control over these all unitary magnitudes. In theory, one might consider using the Haar phase rather than θ as the control parameter, but in practice, large numerical gradients present in the Haar phase leads to local optimization instability (exploding gradients) or slow convergence (vanishing gradients), particularly for large Haar phase power terms α. In Figure 2 (d), we demonstrate this exploding gradient in terms of the Haar phase-parametrized transmission coefficient of an MZI, t(ξ α ) = sin(θ(ξ α )). We may use this expression to map transmissions for ξ ∈ [0, 1] to transmissions for ξ ∈ [−2, 2], just as one maps the trigonometric function sin θ for θ/2 ∈ [0, π/2] to θ/2 ∈ [−π, π]. The presence of a component-wise exploding gradient demonstrates that even if we could somehow implement a Haar phase-parametrized linear optical component 2 , gradientbased optimizations would still be difficult and the components may be more prone to fabrication errors due to the switch-like behavior. These very problems motivate our coarse-grained and redundant mesh approaches.
IV. PHOTONIC MESH CANVAS
Conceptualizing the rectangular mesh as a "canvas" of passive and tunable beamsplitters allows experimentation with many architectures that converge to a unitary matrix significantly faster than RD. We find two modifications to rectangular decompositions that improve convergence performance that can be tested on a mesh canvas: redundant tunable layers (shown in green in Figure 4 (a)) or nonlocalities (extra passive layers with θ/2 = π/2, shown in gray in Figure 4 (b)). We now proceed to discuss how nonlocalities can be added in a photonic mesh canvas.
A. Coarse-grained rectangular design
We define "coarse-graining" as introducing mesh nonlocalities using passive beamsplitters. These beamsplitters usually, but not necessarily, satisfy θ/2 = π/2 or θ = 0. Furthermore, these beamsplitters can introduce structured non-localities in the mesh by being placed at strategic nodes in the mesh. By shuffling outputs periodically in the rectangular mesh layers using coarse-graining, we more efficiently parametrize unitary space by increasing the tolerances σ θmn and the uniformity of the number of paths for each input-output transition.
We will describe an example of coarse-graining that resamples the waveguides at regular intervals to significantly improve optimization performance. For simplicity 3 , assume N = 2 K for some positive integer K. Define permutation operations P k that allow inputs to interact with waveguides at most 2 k away for k < K. These rectangular permutation blocks can be implemented using a rectangular decomposition composed of MZIs with fixed phase shifts of θ/2 = π/2 (the cross state), as shown in Figure 4 . Equivalently, we could replace these crossed MZIs in this permutation block with crossing waveguides, which could result in a more compact structure. We also note that the P k act as unitary operators in the mesh with the off-diagonal rectangular structure shown in Figure 4 .
We now add permutation matrices P 1 · · · P K−1 into the middle of the rectangular decomposition. By inserting the rectangular permutation matrices between the vertical layers of Givens rotations in U RD , we can still generate the unitary matrix, albeit with different parameters in the rectangular decomposition. The final expression for our desired efficient representation of unitary matrix 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32   T1,2  T2,3  T3,4  T4,5  T5,6  T6,7  T7,8  T8,9  T9,10  T10,11  T11,12  T12,13  T13,14  T14,15  T15,16   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14 U is:
There are two operations per block k: an N K -layer rectangular mesh which we abbreviate as M k , and the rectangular permutation mesh P k where block index k ∈ [1 · · · K − 1]. This is demonstrated in Figure 4 (b).
Compared to rectangular decomposition, a coarsegrained rectangular design (CGRD) mesh provides a much more efficient encoding of a Haar random unitary matrix. This higher efficiency can be thought of as a larger uncertainty for the phase parameter distribution necessary to achieve a Haar random matrix. Note that when the number of tunable layers is 1 in each block, our mesh architecture is similar to the Fast design [15] , which despite its non-universality has already been shown to be more robust to loss and beamsplitter errors and have an efficient coverage of unitary space for quantum Fourier transforms. A similar "FFT" decomposition, also with a single tunable layer in each block, has also been successfully used in deep neural network simulations implementing the copying memory task [25] .
Because the P k matrices do not depend on any training variables, these rectangular permutation layers can also be implemented as passive components on a nanophotonic chip (e.g. using waveguide crossings [28] or inversedesigned beamsplitters [29] ). The advantage of implementing low-loss waveguide crossings is that we can optimize for random Haar matrices on a photonic chip significantly faster than an RD mesh without needing to double the size of the chip. However, any coarse-grained architecture using waveguide crossings is impossible to modify once fabricated. Ideally, one would test a coarsegrained architecture on a mesh canvas prior to fabrication using waveguide crossings.
An implementation strategy based on the "canvas" idea could be to simply double the number of layers of the RD mesh and implement θ mn /2 = π/2 phase shifts at the requisite layers, as shown in Figure 4 (b), to form the rectangular permutation blocks. (The number of components in the canvas is equal to that of a network of double MZIs that allow for the perfecting of imperfect MZIs [19] .)
Assuming a photonic chip of size N may be feasibly built with high fidelity, coarse-graining may technically be implemented for any N < N , but is mostly useful for N ≤ N/2, as is the case in Figure 4 (b). Furthermore, coarse-graining the necessary photonic circuitry to implement a unitary matrix of size N is not expensive since the size of the CGRD mesh is still O(N ).
V. SIMULATIONS
A. Random matrix initialization
Assuming θ mn ∼ U(0, π) and φ mn , γ n ∼ U(0, 2π), where U denotes a uniform distribution, we define U RD (N ) as the distribution of phase-randomly generated unitary matrices. This distribution of matrices are expected to have non-zero elements only within a band of a given (band)width about the diagonal that decreases with circuit size N . We show this trend of "banded" matrices in Figure 5(a,b) .
The set of Haar random matrices with dimension N is referred to as CUE(N ) (circular unitary ensemble). The distribution of phases θ mn must follow the PDFs in Equation 9 to ensure that U ∼ CUE(N ); this allows us to construct the nonlinear mapping between phase uniformity and operator uniformity. By implementing a photonic mesh, we are working in a unitary space that is biased during the optimization towards bandlimited unitary matrices. Even if we initialize the mesh with a Haar random matrix, we observe some off-diagonal elements quickly go to zero as the RD mesh attempts to learn a different Haar random matrix.
We can measure the bandwidths of RD banded unitary matrices in simulations. To accomplish this task, we randomly generate U ∼ U RD (N ), U ∼ U CGRD (N ) (CGRD mesh with N tunable layers), and U ∼ U RRD(δN ) (N ) (redundant mesh implementing U ∈ U(N ) with N + δN tunable layers). We define the η-bandsize as the minimum number of matrix elements whose absolute value squared sums to (1 − η)N . Note that our η-bandsize measurement is agnostic of the ordering of the inputs and outputs, and is therefore agnostic to any permutations that may be applied at the end of the decomposition.
In photonics terms, if η = 0.001, let r i measure the fraction of output waveguides over which 99.9% of the input power is distributed when light is injected into waveguide i. The η-bandsize is r i averaged over all input waveguides. Sampling from our random matrix distributions, we can observe the relationship between the matrix bandsize (η = 0.001) and the dimension N as shown in Figure 5(a,b) .
The higher-variance distribution of the parameters and the larger matrix band size in CGRD for Haar random matrices make it easier to train compared to RD despite the same number of tunable parameters. Furthermore, CGRD is less susceptible to random initialization than either RD or RRD for the simple reason that it has a larger matrix band size.
Finally, we compare the field propagation through the mesh when using Haar initialization versus using uniform initialization in Figure 5 (c). As we have previously described in Section III, the purpose of using a Haar phase initialization is to bias the mesh topology towards Haar random matrices. Physically, this corresponds to light in the mesh spreading out quickly from the input of the mesh and "interacting" more near the boundaries of the mesh (inputs, outputs, top, and bottom) as compared to the center of the mesh. In contrast, when phases are randomly set, the light effectively follows a random walk through the mesh, resulting in the field propagation pattern shown in Figure 5 (c) and the limited bandsizes in Figure 5 (a,b) for larger N .
B. Simple unitary network
To better understand the search space of physical implementations of photonic unitary networks, we can run gradient optimizations that give us the necessary θ and φ update rules to learn any arbitrary unitary operation.
We showed evidence previously that the standard RD optimization favors banded unitary matrices. Our new CGRD method significantly improves upon the standard RD, with faster optimization convergence and more uniform errors.
To show this better convergence performance, we solve the following non-convex optimization problem of a simple unitary network (SUN). minimize θmn,φmn,γn
where the desired random unitary operation we want to learn is U ∼ CUE(N ), the estimated unitary matrix functionÛ maps N 2 angle parameters θ mn , φ mn , γ n to U(N ), and · F corresponds to the Frobenius norm. This loss function is the infidelity 1 − Tr(U †Û )/N used in [9, 18] assuming no loss. Since trigonometric functions parametrizingÛ in Equation 13 are non-convex, we know that SUN is a non-convex problem. The non-convexity of SUN shows that even learning a single unitary transformation in a deep neural network is difficult and very highly dependent on initialization.
To train the SUN, we can generate random unit-norm complex vectors of size N and generate labels by multiplying them by the desired matrix U . Our training batch size is 2N . The synthetic training data of unit-norm complex vectors is therefore represented by X ∈ C 2N ×N . The minibatch training loss is similar to the infidelity, L train = XÛ − XU 2 F . The test set is the identity matrix I of size N × N . The test loss, in accordance with the training loss definition, is the infidelity
F , the SUN loss in Equation 13 . To initialize the SUN, we use Haar initialization, where we sample θ mn from the PDF described in Section III. This initialization, which we highly recommend for any photonic mesh-based neural network application, allows for fast optimization performance as we show in Figure 6 . If a mesh implementing SUN uses thermal phase shifters, thermal crosstalk may make such initializations difficult to achieve within reasonable tolerances for larger devices, especially RD meshes. This this could hurt performance of the meshes, but we find in our simulations that as long as the initialization is calibrated towards higher transmissivity θ mn /2 → π/2, SUN can have reasonable convergence times, though not as good as when the phases are Haar-initialized. We find that a working strategy for initializing CGRD is to initialize each tunable block M k as an independent mesh with N/ log N layers since optimizing randomly initialized CGRD meshes led to simulated θ mn variances corresponding to PDFs P αmn (θ) for α mn = O(N/ log N ), which we show in Appendix B. This is what we refer to as the Haar initialization equivalent in the CGRD case, although it is possible there may better initialization strategies.
The Adam gradient update [30] is preferable (compared to e.g. vanilla stochastic gradient descent) for the training of unitary networks on a conventional computer and may therefore also be more practical for physical onchip optimizations of SUN [17] . This adaptive learning backpropagation approach is superior to other possible training approaches such as the finite difference method mentioned in past on-chip training proposals [6] . We choose a first-order adaptive update since quasi-Newton optimization methods such as BFGS used in [18] cannot be implemented physically as straightforwardly as firstorder methods.
It is important to note that the SUN model can be directly implemented and tested on a photonic chip. The procedure in [17] physically measures ∂L train /∂θ mn for a photonic neural network with a single RD mesh and this can be extended to any of the architectures we discuss in this paper. If these gradient measurements are stored during training, Adam updates (or any other viable adaptive updates) can be applied using successive gradient measurements for each tunable component in the mesh. Such a procedure requires minimal computation (i.e., locally storing the previous gradient step) and can act as a physical test of the simulations we will now discuss.
C. Coarse-grained mesh optimization
As shown in Figure 6 , we implement six different optimizations for N = 128 where we vary the model (CGRD or RD), the initialization (random θ mn or Haarinitialized θ mn ), and photonic transmission error displacements ( = 0 or ∼ N (0, 0.01), where σ 2 = 0.01 is the variance of the beamsplitter errors). The models were trained using our simulation framework neurophox using the vertical layer definition proposed in [25, 31] . The models were programmed in tensorflow [32] and run on an NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU to allow for efficient optimization.
The random initialization has a larger effect on the RD mesh as compared to the CGRD mesh. In the RD mesh case, the reason for the poor performance after random initialization, as compared to Haar initialization, has to do with the difficulty of finding the Haar phase during the optimization. As expected, the lower-tolerance phases in the RD mesh are much harder to learn after random initialization as compared to the higher-tolerance phases in the CGRD mesh, which are depicted in Appendix B. There are much higher off-diagonal errors in the RD mesh (particularly near the corners where minimal learning occurs) as compared to the CGRD mesh, likely due to the reduced number of phase parameters for the off-diagonal elements.
Furthermore, when introducing beamsplitter errors ∼ N (0, 0.01), several of the learned θ mn move closer to π/2 likely to account for unreachable transmissions (|t| 2 > 1 − 2 mn ) learned in the ideal meshes. Interestingly, the backpropagation algorithm adapts quite well to these beamsplitter errors due to the model-free nature of the update, which may be an important advantage over greedy progressive calibration routines, almost matching performance in the RD case and exceeding performance in the CGRD case. The latter result may be due to nonideal initialization of the CGRD mesh or may inform a better architecture than CGRD for optimizing unitary matrices. More comparisons and videos depicting the optimizations are provided in Appendix B. 
D. Redundant mesh optimization
Optimizing a rectangular or coarse-grained mesh may be viewed as a "full-capacity" optimization where only a minimum number of parameters are trainable (N 2 parameters for U(N ) parametrization), and the rest implement fixed phase shifts (usually θ mn /2 = π/2, 0).
The authors in [18] point out that using "underdetermined meshes" (number of tunable layers in the mesh greater than the number of inputs) can overcome photonic errors and restore fidelity in unitary construction algorithms. We show that such meshes with more than the single additional layer of beamsplitters suggested in [18] do well in photonic optimization simulations. In particular, we see several (up to 5) orders of magnitude bet-ter convergence from the RRD MZI mesh compared to RD and CGRD as shown in Figure 7 .
Like CGRD and RD meshes, the RRD mesh convergence time severely depends on the initialization, and like the RD mesh, random phase initialization results in poor convergence (not shown). There are at least two viable initializations. We initialized the RRD as a concatenation of a Haar-initialized N -layer mesh and a Haar-initialized δN -layer mesh. Alternatively, redundant meshes can be initialized using the coarse-grained mesh initialization, which may help reduce some of the off-diagonal errors (not shown).
For N = 128, the SUN convergence performance of the 256-layer RRD far exceeds that of RD and CGRD, achieving machine precision in the ideal case. Interestingly, adding just 32 layers to the mesh already exceeds the convergence performance of CGRD, and with just 16 layers we get almost identical performance. Like RD and CGRD, redundant meshes are also robust to beamsplitter errors as shown in Appendix C. One variant of redundancy is the singular value decomposition (SVD) mesh discussed in [5] . In SVD, we represent complex matrixÂ ∈ C M × C N asÂ =ÛΣV † , whereΣ is a diagonal matrix implemented on-chip with min(M, N ) single-mode gain or attenuating elements and U ,V † are unitary matrices implemented on a photonic mesh canvas. WhileÂ has 2M N free parameters, any global optimization for a photonic SVD implementation using RD meshes can have at most D = N (N − 1) + M (M − 1) + 2 min(N, M ) ≥ 2M N free parameters, with equality when M = N . In the triangular architecture discussed in [5] , the total complexity of parameters can be exactly D = 2M N when setting a subset of the beamsplitters to bar state. In the case where the total num-ber of singular values forÂ is S < min(M, N ), we get D = 2S(M + N − S) tunable elements. Additionally, there is an "effective redundancy" in that some vectors in U, V are more important than others due to the singular values. Assuming a procedure similar to [17] can be used in presence of gains and losses, we find that CGRD converges about twice as fast as RD for an SVD model for N = M = 64, as shown in Appendix D.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Haar phase parametrization
As we discussed in Section III, a uniform Haar phase can be used to initialize the rectangular mesh as a Haar random unitary matrix operator. This Haar phase encoding (ξ mn , φ mn ), in contrast with the phase encoding (θ mn , φ mn ), can therefore be considered to be the most efficient encoding for Haar random unitaries in a photonic mesh device.
Our "Haar initialization" procedure (uniform random Haar phase) is beneficial for optimization because it biases the search space ofÛ RD to Haar random distribution CUE(N ) as opposed to banded unitary matrices U RD (N ) that arise from uniform random phase settings. This is clearly seen in Figure 5 (c) where light seems to spread out immediately due to Haar initialization in contrast with the banded propagation due to uniformrandom phase initialization. This ability to control "how fast light spreads" may have implications in photonics beyond matrix optimization on a photonic chip. It may be interesting to see whether permittivity distribution initializations similar to a Haar initialization scale up inverse design problems for controlling light amplitude and phase on a photonic chip [29] to devices with many inputs and outputs. It is also interesting to consider the distribution of unitary matrices implemented by mode unscramblers of large numbers of modes [4] . There may be a distribution of unitary matrices (not necessarily Haarrandom) that could inform the error tolerances of such devices during the progressive optimization.
Even after Haar initialization, first-order optimizations of Haar random unitaries encoded by the phases still have a difficult time optimizing off-diagonal elements of the unitary matrix. This "vanishing gradient" problem exists due to the bias of the optimization towards U RD (N ) (especially for large N ).
In our simulations in Section V, we assume that the control parameter for photonic meshes is error-free and linearly related to the phase. However, in many current phase shifter implementations, such as thermal phase shifters [6] , the phase is a nonlinear function of the control parameter (i.e., the voltage) and has minimum and maximum values (unlike the unbounded phase used in our optimization). The phase shift incurred by the voltage has an uncertainty that effectively behaves like a lower bound for achievable gradients during the optimiza-tion. In addition, like the Haar phase in our theory, the voltage acts as the CDF for phase shifter values θ mn in the physical device, up to a normalization factor. Further simulation analysis parametrizing the SUN model by the voltage rather than the phase may more accurately model performance of practical on-chip training implementations. Particular attention needs to be given to phase uncertainty as a function of voltage, since the Haar random distribution of θ mn has small variance for large N , as we showed in Figure 2(c) .
Our Haar phase theory raises several interesting optimization options. One option may be to directly optimize the Haar phase by designing components with a voltage that mimics the Haar phase. The component-wise square wave behavior of such components depicted in Figure 2 might be difficult to train or implement for large unitary matrices. We find that in simulation, attempts to directly optimize the Haar phase leads to numerical instability in rectangular meshes after just 20 Adam gradient updates. Another option is to bias the MZI beamsplitters towards high transmission to allow faster convergence, though this may compromise implementation flexibility (e.g. the ability to embed different-sized unitary matrices in the same mesh). One might also consider strategically designing special transmissive MZIs in the center of the mesh that more closely mimic the distribution in Figure 2(b) and Figure 3 , though such a design might limit the range of unitary sizes N one could implement on the chip. Instead, one might consider a variant of coarsegraining where MZIs near the mesh center are fixed at the "expected phases" shown in Figure 3(b) , and tunable beamsplitter layers are added near the ends of the mesh to preserve the total number of parameters.
B. Machine learning with photonic meshes
In this paper, we simulate the adjoint variable training protocol in [17] for large meshes, optimizing the simplest possible loss (the infidelity) for RD meshes and other architectures on the photonic mesh canvas. These ideas can be extended to train more sophisticated models when optical nonlinearities (e.g. photodetectors, saturable absorption) are integrated [6, 17] . In many of these classical machine learning models, we would like "all inputs to be treated equally," so in many such models, the bias towards banded matrices may be undesirable as compared to the more coarse-grained models that use non-local interference.
Although not an MZI mesh architecture, multi-plane light conversion (MPLC) successfully applies this nonlocal interference idea for efficient spatial mode multiplexing [33, 34] . In MPLC, alternating layers of transverse phase profiles and optical Fourier transforms (analogous to what our rectangular permutations accomplish) are applied to reshape input modes of light [33, 34] . A similar concept is used in unitary spatial mode manipulation, where stochastic optimization of deformable mirror settings allow for efficient mode conversion [35] . Thus, the idea of "efficient" unitary learning via a Fourierinspired coarse-graining approach has precedent in contexts outside of photonic MZI meshes.
An on-chip optimization for MPLC has been accomplished experimentally in the past using simulated annealing [36] . The success of simulated annealing in experimentally training small unitary photonic devices [36] (rather than gradient descent as is used in this work) suggests there are other algorithms aside from backpropagation and gradient descent that may effectively enable on-chip training. Whether such approaches are scalable compared to backpropagation remains to be investigated. For practical machine learning applications in particular, there is much richer literature for backpropagation as compared to simulated annealing due to empirically better performance in traditional models.
While machine learning models are yet to have been trained using backpropagation on photonic meshes, machine learning inference tasks have been successfully implemented on photonic meshes [6] . Once a machine learning model is trained on a conventional computer, the trained weights can be "flashed" on a photonic chip without physically training the chip itself. The matrix optimization methods we discuss in this paper may be more resistant than progressive optimization to fabrication errors in beamsplitters, particularly for larger devices, and thus might be deployed for larger inference tasks.
For on-chip photonic deep learning platforms [6, 17] , it also might suffice to make many of the layers an RD mesh. In intermediate photonic mesh layers, an RD mesh can effectively apply a discrete low-pass filter to its inputs due to the banded distribution of unitary matrices typically learned by optimizing RD. Variants of RD might be valid candidates to complement recursive neural nets in finding local structure in sequences due to their locally interacting properties. For any sequence-learning task, such as natural language processing, locally interacting sequence structure might not be as efficiently estimated by Haar random unitaries, which are agnostic to neighbor interactions of their inputs. In previous unitary recursive neural net (uRNN) proposals [25, 31, 37, 38] , RD unitary operations live in hidden layers and are succeeded by a modReLU nonlinearity. We propose using a single unitary matrix parametrized by RD or a singular value decomposition [5] to act over a full sequence as a translationally variant, locally connected tensor network. In such an optimization, one might consider eliminating some layers in the RD to reduce the number of parameters or coarse-graining the mesh to analyze the data over larger correlation length scales. These coarse-graining ideas can be tested on a photonic mesh canvas prior to fabrication of more compact designs, or they can be simulated and used for conventional deep learning applications.
Ultimately, however, there are layers in the photonic neural network where we would need each input to access the output uniformly, i.e. to learn Haar random unitaries more easily. The rectangular mesh canvas allows us to do this via coarse-graining and redundancy. Our coarse-graining approach uses the same number of parameters as the rectangular mesh, resulting in uniform errors. Adding redundant layers to the mesh converges significantly faster than rectangular meshes due to increased parameter space. The expense of additional photonic circuitry is minimal since smaller unitaries (of size N < N ) can always be implemented on a larger RD mesh. Despite these advantages, redundant meshes have the same non-locality (and thus error tolerance) problem as RD and may be prone to overfitting in photonic neural network applications due to the larger parameter space.
We further propose the SUN model as a benchmark model for understanding how photonic circuitry may enhance matrix optimization. Using the SUN model, we can fairly compare how well meshes (with and without photonic errors) can learn a Haar random unitary matrix. The SUN test loss is the infidelity metric one uses to quantify the robustness of the mesh at implementing a given unitary matrix assuming no loss [15] . When loss is considered, the more general expression for infidelity used in [9, 15, 18 ] may be used.
A theoretical analysis of the universality and the tolerances for CGRD meshes is still an open problem. We have not analyzed the random matrix theory or optimization performance of self-configuring cascaded binary tree [11] or triangular decompositions [8] , which have slightly better beamsplitter tolerances than rectangular decompositions [15] and can be embedded in a rectangular mesh canvas. Self-configuring meshes also offer simple strategies for perfecting and calibrating component performance before configuration [19] . This calibration step may be valuable for initialization or for transfer learning in photonic neural networks.
VII. CONCLUSION
The scalability of universal unitary photonic meshes is limited by tolerances in phase shifters throughout the mesh network arising from the constraint of locally interacting components. As shown in Section III, the required error tolerance for each component scales with the total number of inputs and outputs affected by the component.
We have shown evidence in Section V that on-chip optimization of large Haar random unitary matrices in universal unitary photonic devices is limited by small MZI phase shifter tolerances. If the tolerance requirements are not met by the physical components, optimization algorithms will have trouble converging to an optimal unitary operator. In our simulations, convergence is generally not achieved if phase shifter values are initialized randomly. However uniformly initializing the Haar phase throughout the mesh as described in Section III can sufficiently bias the optimization towards Haar random unitary matrices to allow for convergence to the desired operator, even in the presence of simulated fabrication errors in the beamsplitter components.
In Section IV, we propose the mesh canvas, a rectangular mesh of passive and tunable MZI components, to accelerate photonic matrix optimization. The mesh canvas can emulate scalable mesh architectures that compete with or enhance machine learning models. To evaluate the performance of these architectures, we use a simple unitary network (SUN) model and its fidelity metric. Our simulations demonstrate that, even with simulated fabrication errors, the mesh canvas can learn unitaries faster when introducing non-localities ("coarse-graining") or redundancies (extra tunable layers) with at most double the usual photonic circuitry.
The redundant rectangular decomposition (RRD) adds additional layers to the RD and improves final optimization loss by a factor of up to 10 5 in our simulations. However, despite convergence advantages, redundant layers risk overfitting to training data due to the extra parameters, and the extent of this predicted overfitting warrants further investigation. By introducing non-localities in the mesh with a coarse-grained rectangular design (CGRD), we can increase the matrix bandwidth for random unitary matrix learning, thereby improving optimization performance by up to an order of magnitude without the need for extra parameters.
In summary, whereas naive (uniform random) initialization on a standard RD photonic mesh has difficulty learning non-banded matrices, a Haar-initialized redundant architecture can achieve machine precision for a Haar random matrix and decrease optimization time by at least two orders of magnitude, as shown in Figure 7 . Our findings suggest that architecture choice and initialization are both critical to optimization of unitary photonic meshes.
Further work is needed to investigate how fixed and tunable beamsplitters can be best organized in a mesh canvas to learn unknown unitary matrices. A hybrid architecture using coarse-graining and redundancy within a photonic mesh canvas using an intelligent initialization protocol may be promising for increasing the scalability and stability of universal photonic devices and their many classical and quantum applications [3-6, 11, 21-24] .
If 1 = 2 = , which is a reasonable practical assumption for nearby fabricated structures, then solving for t in terms of t:
Similarly, we can solve for r :
As we have shown in this paper, photonic errors (standard deviation of 0.1) can have a significant impact on the optimization parameters of unitary matrices. The above constraints on r and t suggest that limited transmission is likely in the presence of fabrication errors, which can inhibit progressive setup of unitary meshes [18, 19] . However, we find in situ backpropagation updates can sidestep this issue using a more sophisticated experimental protocol involving phase conjugation and interferometric measurements. 
Appendix B: Comparison of on-chip training simulations
In Figure 9 , we compare the performance for our simple unitary network experiment over our aforementioned conditions in Section V: RD and CGRD meshes for randomly initialized and Haar-initialized (with and without errors) optimization. Note that our simulated CGRD implementation uses the same layer definitions as defined in Equation 12 except the P k with the most layers are in the center of the mesh, and the P k with the fewest layers are near the inputs and outputs of the mesh. In Figure 4 , P 2 and P 3 would be switched, and for N = 128, the order is [P 2 , P 4 , P 6 , P 5 , P 3 , P 1 ]. Both our simulated CGRD implementation and the one in Equation 12 give improvements over RD, though the former performs slightly better. For each plot, we also have an associated video, showing how the parameter distributions, estimates, and errors vary during the course of the optimization, available online 4 . The φ distributions are uniform as expected, but the θ checkerboard plots and distributions reveal evidence for our earlier claims for the behavior of α mn for CGRD and RD meshes. Our simulations suggest that the standard deviation of σ θmn (defined similarly as in Equation 10) might correspond to distributions where α mn ∼ O(N/ log N ) for optimized CGRD matrices. This is ultimately a higher-entropy and higher-variance distribution than what is learned for RD where α mn = O(N ). We show this comparison explicitly in Figure 8 . As was also shown in the log-loss convergence comparison of Figure  6 , the Haar phase initialization results in significantly better optimization performance than random initialization. The uniform-randomly initialized RD checkerboard plot for θ mn develops several "holes"-regions where θ mn /2 ≈ 0 when it should be closer to π/2-during the optimization. Likewise, the uniform-randomly initialized CGRD checkerboard plot must learn the striped pattern present in the ideal CGRD checkerboard plot, though this process appears to be much faster than the randomly initialized RD mesh filling the holes during the optimization. These holes may be numerical evidence of vanishing gradients that result in suboptimal solutions.
An important observation for the meshes with beamsplitter error is that the θ mn /2 distribution shifts towards π/2. This is a consequence of the limitation to the reflectivity and transmission in each MZI due to beamsplitter fabrication error. This might occur when the mesh attempts to learn a MZI with transmission greater than 1 − 2 mn (the maximum possible transmitted power for MZIs implementing T m,m+1 ), in which case the optimization algorithm learns to set MZIs to their maximum transmission. less concerning considering that we still achieve a log loss of around -5, suggesting that RRD might be more robust to photonic errors even during on-chip optimization. 
Appendix D: Comparison of photonic singular value decomposition simulations
In order to compare the performance of standard RD and CGRD architectures in photonic neural networks, it may be prudent to compare the simulated performance of such architectures in the SVD configuration discussed in [5, 6] . Such architectures would allow one to perform arbitary linear operations with a relatively small footprint, and may have some other useful dimensionality-reduction properties in machine learning contexts.
In our simulations, we investigate an SVD architecture for A = U ΣV † for A ∈ C M × C N composed of U ∈ C M × C M and V ∈ C N × C N . Note that such an architecture is redundant when M = N , so we focus on the simple case of M = N = 64.
We define our train and test loss analogous to the SUN model as
whereÂ =ÛΣV † is defined in Section V. We randomly generate A ∈ C M × C N by expressing A jk = a+ib, where a, b ∼ N (0, 1). The synthetic training batches of unit-norm complex vectors are represented by X ∈ C N ×2N .
As shown in Figure 11 , the CGRD mesh converges twice as fast as the RD mesh, and is more resilient to random initialization compared to the RD mesh, but both models are minimally affected by beamsplitter error. Note that there is currently no straightforward way to implement the backpropagation procedure in [17] for the single-mode gain or attenuating components implementing singular values. However, in the case that such a procedure exists, our findings in Figure 11 show that CGRD will outperform RD in SVD implementations, and we postulate this may be the case because of their performance in SUN models.
Appendix E: An equivalent definition for the Haar phase power term αmn Let α mn be the Haar phase power term for an MZI ("node") at coordinates (m, n) in a local decomposition for an N × N unitary operator. We define the "row coordinate" m from the MZI's operator T m,m+1 coupling waveguides m and m + 1, and we define the "column coordinate" n to be n = k + 1, where k is the maximum number of operators applied to a reachable input (this is equivalent to the vertical layers definition in Figure 1 ). The reachable inputs I mn are the subset of input waveguide modes affecting the immediate inputs of the MZI at m, n, and the reachable outputs O mn are the subset of output modes affected by the immediate outputs of the MZI.
Following the definitions in [2] , in the triangular decomposition scheme, α mn ≡ N − m, and in the rectangular decomposition scheme, α mn ≡ (m, n) + 1 − s mn [n] where (m, n) is the number of nodes on the diagonal (measured along paths of constant m + n) containing a rotation parametrized by θ mn , and s mn is a sequence of decreasing odd integers (m, n) ≥ n odd ≥ 1, followed by increasing even integers 2 ≤ n even ≤ (m, n) [2] . We prove below that for both the triangular and rectangular decompositions, α mn = |I mn | + |O mn | − N − 1. Lemma 1. In the triangular decomposition, α mn = |I mn | + |O mn | − N − 1.
Proof. In the triangular decomposition (shown for N = 8 in Figure 12 ) α mn ≡ N − m, so we wish to show that N − m = |I mn | + |O mn | − N − 1, or:
Suppose Equation E1 holds for some arbitrary m , n in the mesh, such that 2N + 1 = |I m n | + |O m n | + m . First, induct on m: if we take m = m + 2 and n = n , then |I mn | = |I m n | − 1 and |O mn | = |O m n | − 1. Next, induct on n: if we take m = m and n = n + 2, then |I mn | = |I m n | + 1 and |O mn | = |O m n | − 1. In both cases, Equation E1 holds.
Traversals by 2 along m or n from a starting node can reach all nodes with the same parity of m and n, so we need two base cases. Consider the apex node at m = 1, n = N − 1 and one of its neighbors at m = 2, n = N . The former has |I mn | = |O mn | = N and the latter has |I mn | = N and |O mn | = N − 1. In both cases, Equation E1 is satisfied, so the lemma holds by induction. Lemma 2. In the rectangular decomposition, α mn = |I mn | + |O mn | − N − 1.
Proof. In the rectangular decomposition, α mn ≡ (m, n) + 1 − s mn [n]. Define orthogonal axes x and y on the lattice such that for a node at (m, n), traveling in the +x direction gives the neighboring node at (m + 1, n + 1) and traveling in the +y direction gives the neighboring node at (m − 1, n + 1). For even {odd} N , let the node at (m, n) = (1, 1) have x = 1 and the node at (m, n) = (N − 1, 1{2}) have y = 1. Then there is a oneto-one mapping such that (x, y) = m+n 2 , n−m 2 + N 2 (as shown in Figure 13 ) and it suffices to prove the lemma by induction in this diagonal basis. Since (m, n) is defined to be the length of a diagonal along paths of constant m + n, it depends only on x, so we rewrite (m, n) → (x) explicitly:
Similarly, since s mn [n] is enumerated along a diagonal, it depends only on y, and we convert s mn [n] → s x [y] from a sequence to an explicit lattice form: which separate four quadrants that must be considered, as depicted by gray lines in Figure 13 . We will induct on x and y within each quadrant, then induct on x or y across each of the two boundaries.
Suppose that Equation E4 holds for some arbitrary x y in the mesh, such that (x ) + 1 − s x [y ] = |I x y | + |O x y | − N − 1. First, we induct on x and y within each quadrant; the results are tabulated in Table E Next, we induct across the x, y = N 2 boundaries, shown in Table E . (Recall that |I xy | = |I x y | + 0{1} denotes that |I xy | = |I x y | for even N and |I xy | = |I x y |+1 for odd N .)
As before, in every case, (x) − s 
